We give a mould theoretic reformulation of Kashiwava-Vergne Lie algebra. Based on this, we show that the bigraded version of the algebra contains Goncharov's dihedral Lie algebra.
Introduction
Kashiwara-Vergne Lie algebra krv • is the graded Lie algebra introduced in [AT] and [AET] . It acts on the set of solutions of 'a formal version' of Kashiwara-Vergne conjecture. The double shuffle Lie algebra ds • is the graded Lie algebra introduced in [R00] and [R02] . It is described by double shuffle relations, linear relations among multiple zeta values. These two Lie algebras are encoded with the depth filtration {Fil d D } d>0 . Related to conjectures on mixed Tate motives, these two Lie algebra are conjectured to be isomorphic (cf. [F] ). Actually it is shown in [Sch12] that there is an inclusion of graded Lie algebras (0.1) ds • → krv • by assuming Ecalle's senary relation (2.5) (see [E11, (3.64) ]) for elements of ds • , which is a certain identity in mould theory (cf. [E81] ).
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Our objective of this paper is to install a bigraded version of the Lie algebra story by using mould theory without any assumptions. Our results are as follows:
(i) In Theorem 2.9, we show that the depth >1 part Fil 2 D krv • of krv • is identified with the Q-linear space of finite polynomial-valued alternal moulds satisfying Ecalle's senary relation (2.5) and whose swap's (1.4) are pusneutral (1.7). that is, there is an isomorphism of Q-linear spaces Fil 2 D krv • ARI sena/pusnu ∩ ARI fin,pol al , from which we learn that the right hand side forms a Lie algebra under the ari u -bracket (Corollary 2.10). (ii) In Definition 2.11, we introduce a bigraded version lkrv •• of Kashiwara-Vergne Lie algebra, which is defined by the 'leading terms' of the defining equations of krv • and in Proposition 2.12 we show that it forms a Lie algebra. By definition, there is an inclusion of bigraded Lie algebras
here the first term means the (depth) degree >1 part of the associated graded Lie algebra gr D krv • of the filtered Lie algebra krv • . (iii) In Theorem 2.17, we show that lkrv •• is identified with the Lie algebra (Thorem 1.12) of finite polynomial-valued alternal moulds which are pushinvariant (1.6) and whose swap's are pus-neutral (1.7), that is, there is an isomorphism of Lie algebras lkrv •• ARI push/pusnu ∩ ARI fin,pol al .
(iv) In §3, we consider Goncharov's dihedral bigraded Lie algebra D •• . From the results of [B] , [M] and [Sch15] , we learn that it contains the associated graded Lie algebra gr D ds • and it coincides with the Lie algebra of finite polynomial-valued part of the set of moulds ARI al/al (cf. Definition 1.3), namely gr D ds • → D •• ARI fin,pol al/al .
In Theorem 3.9, we show that the depth >1 part Fil 2 D ARI al/al of ARI al/al is embedded to ARI push/pusnu , that is, there is an inclusion of graded Lie algebras
As a corollary (Corollary 3.10), by taking an intersection with ARI fin,pol al , we obtain the inclusion of bigraded Lie algebras from the depth >1 part
which is a bigraded version of (0.1).
In Appendix A, we give a proof of Ecalle's senary relation (2.5) with r = 1, 2, 3.
Preparation on mould theory
We prepare several techniques of moulds which will be employed in our later sections. The notion of moulds, alternality, ari-brackets are recalled in §1.1 and §1.2. In §1.3, we introduced a set ARI push/pusnu of moulds and show that it forms a Lie algebra under the ari u -bracket.
1.1. Moulds and alternality. The notion of moulds was invented by Ecalle (cf. [E81, ). For our convenience we employ the following formulation influenced by [Sch15] which is different from the one employed in [C, Définition 1 or Définition II.1] and [Sau, §4.1] .
Put F := m 1 Q(x 1 , . . . , x m ). (F) is the collection of moulds with M r (x 1 , . . . , x r ) = 0 for r < m. It is clear that the algebra structure of M(F) is compatible with the depth filtration. Put ARI := {M ∈ M(F) | M 0 (∅) = 0}. It is a filtered (non-unital) subalgebra.
We prepare the following algebraic formulation which is useful to present the notion of the alternality of mould: Put X := {x i } i∈N . Let X Z be the free Z-module generated by all elements of X, and let X • Z be the non-commutative free monoid generated by all elements of X Z with the empty word ∅ as the unit. Occasionally we denote each element ω = u 1 · · · u m ∈ X • Z with u 1 , . . . , u m ∈ X Z by ω = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) as a sequence. The length of ω = u 1 · · · u m is defined to be l(ω) := m.
For our simplicity we occasionally denote
where x 0 := ∅ and x m := (x 1 , . . . , x m ) for m 1. Under the notations, the product of A, B ∈ M(F) is expressed as
where α and β run over X Z . We set A := Q X Z to be the non-commutative polynomial algebra generated by X Z (i.e. A is the Q-linear space generated by X • Z ). 1 We equip A a product X : A ⊗2 → A which is linearly defined by ∅ X ω := ω X ∅ := w and
for u, v ∈ X Z and ω, η ∈ X • Z . Then the pair (A, X) forms a commutative, associative, unital Q-algebra.
We define the family Sh ω;η
Particularly for p, q ∈ N and u 1 , . . . , u p+q ∈ X Z , we rewrite the shuffle product by
Here the set X p,q is defined by
where S p+q is the symmetry group with degree p + q.
for all p, q 1.
For any mould M = (M m (u 1 , . . . , u m )) m , we put 2 [E11] ). The Q-linear space ARI al is defined to be the subset of moulds M ∈ M(F) which are alternal. Its subset ARI al/al is defined to be
We encode them with the induced depth filtrations and they form a filtered Q-algebra. 1 We should beware of the inequality 1 · (−x 1 ) = −(1 · x 1 ). 2 The reason why we use the parameter v i instead of u i is that in the context of bimoulds ([E03] and [E11] ) swap is regarded to be an operator from u-moulds to v-moulds (cf. [Sch15, §2.4] ).
For our later use, we prepare more notations: For any mould M = (M m (u 1 , . . . , u m )) m , we define
Note that they are all Q-linear endomorphisms on M (F) . We remark that swap • swap = id and mantar • mantar = id.
1.2. Ari-bracket. We recall two ari-bracket ari u and ari v on ARI.
The notion of flexions is introduced by Ecalle in [E11, §2.1] for bimoulds (cf. [Sch15, §2.2] ). Here we consider those for moulds.
Definition 1.4. The flexions for moulds are the four binary operators * * , * * , * * , * * :
γ ∅ := ∅ γ := γ ∅ := ∅ γ := ∅, for α = (a 1 , . . . , a m ), β = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ∈ X • Z (m, n 1) and γ ∈ X • Z . Note that we have l( β α) = l(α β ) = l( β α) = l(α β ) = l(α) and l(α, β) = l(α) + l(β) for α, β ∈ X • Z . The derivation arit and bracket ari are introduced for bimoulds in terms of flexions in [E11, §2.2] (cf. [Sch15, §2.2] ) and here we consider those for moulds. Definition 1.5. Let B ∈ ARI. The linear maps arit u (B) and arit v (B) : ARI → ARI are defined by
for A ∈ ARI.
Here u and v stands for (u-)moulds and v-moulds respectively (cf. [Sch15, §2.1]). It is explained in [Sch15, Appendix A.1] that arit u (B) and arit v (B) are derivations on ARI for any B ∈ ARI.
Definition 1.6. Let * ∈ {u, v}. The ari * -bracket means the bilinear map ari * : ARI ⊗2 → ARI which is defined by
We note that the bracket ari u (A, B) also appears as [A, B] ari in [R00, (A. 3)]. It is explained in [Sch15, Proposition 2.2.2] that the set ARI forms a Lie algebra under the ari u -bracket and also under the ari v -bracket. By abuse of notations, we simply denote ARI to mean the Lie algebra ARI with ari u -bracket and denote ARI to mean the Lie algebra ARI with ari v -bracket.
Proposition 1.7. The Q-linear space ARI al forms a filtered Lie subalgebra of ARI under the ari u -bracket. Furthermore ARI al/al also form a filtered Lie subalgebra of ARI al .
Proof. They are claimed in [E11, §2.5] . The detailed proof of the first and the second claim can be found in [SaSch, Appendix A] and [Sch15, Theorem 2.5 .6] respectively.
1.3. Push-invariance and pus-neutrality. We consider the set ARI push/pusnu of moullds which are push-invariant and whose swap are pus-neutral. Then we show that it forms a Lie algebra under the ari-bracket. for all m 1. We define ARI push ([E11, §2.5]) to be the set of moulds M in ARI which is push-invariant (1.6) and define ARI push/pusnu 4 to be its subset consisting of moulds M whose swap(M ) is pus-neutral (1.7).
Firstly we show that the set ARI push forms a Lie algebra under the ari u -bracket which was stated in [E11, §2.5] without a detailed proof.
Proof. Let m 1. We have
On the other hand, for w = (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u m−1 ), we have
So by putting u 0 = −u 1 − · · · − u m , we calculate
Therefore, by using (1.8) and (1.9), we have
Secondly we show that the set of pus-neutral moulds is closed under the ari vbracket. (B) .
By applying this to the above with n = j − m and
Here, by using (1.10) as n = −l, for 1 k m − 1, we have
Since A is pus-neutral, we have
=0.
Similarly by using the pus-neutrality of A, we obtain
Thirdly, in the same way, we can show that arit v (A)(B) is pus-neutral by using the pus-neutrality of B.
Thus we complete the proof.
We need the following lemma for the proof of Theorem 1.12.
Lemma 1.11. If A, B ∈ ARI are push-invariant, then we have swap(ari u (A, B)) = ari v (swap(A), swap (B) 
By Proposition 1.10, the right hand side is equal to 0. Hence swap(ari u (A, B) ) is pus-neutral. Thus we obtain ari u (A, B) ∈ ARI push/pusnu .
Our Lie algebra ARI push/pusnu will play an important role in the following sections.
Kashiwara-Vergne Lie algebra
We recall the Kashiwara-Vergne graded Lie algebra krv • in §2.1 and give a mould theoretic interpretation in §2.2 by introducing ARI sena/pusnu . In §2.3 we introduce its bigraded variant lkrv •• and show that it forms a bigraded Lie algebra. In §2.4, we give its mould theoretic interpretation in terms of the Lie algebra ARI push/pusnu which was introduced in Definition 1.8.
2.1. Review on Kashiwara-Vergne graded Lie algebra. We recall the definition Kashiwara-Vergne graded Lie algebra krv • introduced in [AET] and [AT] .
Let L = ⊕ w 1 L w be the free graded Lie Q-algebra generated by two variables x and y with deg x = deg y = 1. Here L w is the Q-linear space generated by Lie monomials whose total degree is w. Occasionally we regard L as a bigraded Lie algebra L •• = ⊕ w,d L w,d , where L w,d is the Q-linear space generated by Lie monomials whose weight (the total degree) is w and depth (the degree with respect to y) is d. We encode L with a structure of filtered graded Lie algebra by the filtration Fil d D L w := ⊕ N d L w,N for d > 0 and denote the associated bigraded Lie algebra by
The non-commutative polynomial algebra A = Q x, y is regarded as the universal enveloping algebra of L and is encoded with the induced degree. Similarly A is encoded with a structure of bigraded algebra;
we also encode A with a structure of filtered graded algebra. [AET] ). Set-theoretically the Kashiwara-Vergne graded Lie algebra means the graded Q-linear space krv • = ⊕ w>1 krv w , 5 where its degree wpart krv w is defined to be the set of Lie elements F ∈ L w such that there exists
Here tr is the trace map from A to the Q-linear space Cyc(A) generated by cyclic words (cf. [AT] ).
We have krv 2 = {0}. We note that such G = G(F ) uniquely exists when w > 1 and it is calculated in [Sch12, Theorem 1.1].
Let tder be the set of tangential derivation of L, the derivation
It forms a Lie algebra by the bracket
We denote sder to be set of special derivations, tangential derivations such that D(x + y) = 0. It forms a Lie subalgebra of tder. The Lie algebra structure of krv • is defined to be compatible with that of sder under the embedding
We give a reformulation of krv • in terms of moulds in Theorem 2.9 by introducing ARI sena/pusnu in Definition 2.8. We reproduce here Schneps' arguments in [Sch12] since it is necessary to extend them to the bigraded setting in §2.4.
We start with a review on the map ma
We denote M(F) fin,pol (resp. ARI fin,pol al ) to be the set of all finite polynomialvalued (resp. alternal) moulds. 
where A is equiped with the oridinary multiplication and M(F) fin,pol with the multiplication given in Definition 1.1. Furthermore it restricts to a Lie algebra isomorphism ma : mt ARI fin,pol al where mt := ⊕ (w,d) =(1,0) L w,d is the Lie subalgebra of tder with the bracket
in other words, D {f1,f2},0 := [D f1,0 , D f2,0 ], and ARI fin,pol al is with the ari u -bracket.
Let F ∈ L. As in [Sch12] , we put
We call g ∈ A w anti-palindromic when
where anti is the palindrome (backwords-writing) operator (cf. [Sch12, Definition 1.3]).
Lemma 2.4 ([Sch12, Thereom 2.1]). Let F ∈ L w with w > 2. Then saying (KV1) for F is equivalent to saying thatf y +f x is anti-palindromic when we writẽ f =f x x +f y y.
Proof. Firstly, we show that (KV1) for F is equivalent to F y = F y when we write
So H has no words starting and ending in y. By (2.4), we have F y = F y .
Conversely assume F y = F y . Then H has no words starting and ending in y. By [Sch12, Proposition 2.2], there is a G ∈ L w such that H = [G, x] , which is calculated to be G(F ) = s (F x ). Whence we get (KV1).
Secondly, by F ∈ L, we have F y = (−1) w−1 anti(F y ). Therefore F y = F y is equivalent to the anti-palindrome for F y .
Lastly, by [Sch12, Proposition 2.6] , we have
Therefore the anti-palindrome for F y is equivalent to the anti-palindrome for f y −f x , so forf y +f x .
The following reformulation is suggested by the arguments in [Sch12, Appendix A]. for 0 r w − 1. In the proof of [Sch12, Proposition A.3] , its left hand side is calculated to be (A19)
© and the right hand side is calculated to be (A20)
Here we note that the first term corresponds tof r y and the second one corresponds tof r x in both equations. Whence (KV1) is equivalent to (A19)=(A20) for 1 r w − 1.
On the other hand, the Ecalle's senary relation (2.5) is equivalent to
By definition, its left hand side is calculated to be vimo rf
. . , v r , 0) . Whence (2.5) is equivalent to (A10)=(A14) for 1 r w.
By (A13) and the change of variables z
which is nothing but (A19) for r − 1 instead of r. Again by (A13) and the above change of variables, the equation (A14) is calculated to be
, which is nothing but (A20) for r − 1 instead of r. Therefore we get the equivalence between (KV1) and (2.5).
The following reformulation is influenced by the arguments in [Sch12, §3] .
Lemma 2.6. Let F ∈ L w with w > 2 satisfying (KV1). Then (KV2) for F is equivalent to
with the same α ∈ Q for f (x, y) = F (z, y). Actually α must be 0 if w is even.
Here anti Cyc is the map on Cyc(A) induced by anti on A. By [Sch12, Proposition 2.6], we have F y − F x = f y (z, y). Therefore tr(G x x + F y y) = (−1) w+1 anti (tr (f y (z, y)y)) .
Therefore (KV2) is equivalent to
We note that α = 0 if w is even because f y y never contain the term y w . Thus the above equation can be reformulated to be (2.6).
with M = maf and the same α ∈ Q for all 1 r w.
Proof. Decomposef = rf r withf r = (e0,...,er)∈E r w a(f ) e0,...,er x e0 y · · · yx er ∈ L w,r . Sincef r ∈ L w,r , we havẽ f r = (−1) w+1 (e0,...,er)∈E r w a(f ) e0,...,er x er y · · · yx e0 . Therefore ma rf (u 1 , . . . , u r ) = (−1) w+1 (e0,...,er)∈E r w er=0 a(f ) e0,...,er u er−1 1 (u 1 +u 2 ) er−2 · · · (u 1 +· · ·+u r ) e0 .
Hence
As is explained in the second line of the proof of [Sch12, Lemma 3.3], the condition (2.6) is equivalent to saying that f y is push-constant for wα (cf. [Sch12, Definition 1.4]), which is equivalent to saying i∈Z/rZ a(f ) ei+1,...,ei+r,0 = wα for all (e 0 , . . . , e r−1 , 0) ∈ E r w and all r. Here {i + 1, . . . , i + r} is chosen to be {0, . . . , r − 1}. Thus we get the claim by a(f ) ei+1,...,ei+r,0 = (−1) r a(f ) ei+1,...,ei+r,0 .
The following definition of the mould version of krv • is suggested by our previous lemmas.
Definition 2.8. We define the Q-linear space ARI sena/pusnu to be the subset of moulds M in ARI which satisfy Ecalle's senary relation (2.5) and whose swap are pus-neutral (1.7), i.e. (2.7) with α = 0.
The Q-linear space ARI sena/pusnu is filtered by the depth filtration {Fil m D } m . There is an embedding of Q-linear space (2.8) gr D ARI sena/pusnu → ARI push/pusnu that is, the associated graded quotient gr D ARI sena/pusnu of the filtered Q-linear space ARI sena/pusnu is embedded to ARI push/pusnu introduced in Definition 1.8 because the push-invariance (1.6) is associated graded with (2.5) by gr D (teru) = id and mantar • mantar = id.
Recall that the depth > 1 part of krv • is denoted by Fil 2 D krv • . Theorem 2.9. The map sending F ∈ A → maf ∈ M(F) induces an isomorphism of filtered Q-linear spaces Proof. The map in the above theorem decomposes as
The first map is a Lie algebra homomorphism by definition. The second map is so because it is a restriction of the Lie algebra hommorphism sder → tder which is induced by the change of variables x ↔ z on L. The third one is so because it is induce by the change of variable y → −y. The last map is so by Theorem 2.3. Hence the bracket (2.1) corresponds to the ari u -bracket.
The authors are not sure if the bigger space ARI sena/pusnu is also equipped with a structure of Lie algebra or not although we show that a related space ARI push/pusnu forms a Lie algebra in Theorem 1.12.
2.3. Kashiwara-Vergne bigraded Lie algebra. We introduce a bigraded varaint lkrv •• of the graded Lie algebra krv • and show that it forms a bigraded Lie algebra.
Definition 2.11. We define the bigraded Q-linear space lkrv •• = ⊕ w>1,d>0 lkrv w,d , where lkrv w,d is the Q-linear space consisting ofF ∈ gr d D L w whose lift F ∈ Fil d D L w satisfies the following relations, 'the leading-terms' of (KV1) and (KV2),
We have lkrv w,d = {0} when w = 2. We note that such G ∈ L w is in Fil d+1 D L w and is uniquely determined modulo Fil d+2 D L w by (LKV1). Proposition 2.12. The bracket (2.1) induce a well-defined bigraded Lie algebra structure on lkrv •• .
For a tangential derivation D = D F,G , its divergence div(D) is defined to be tr (G x x + F y y) and is shown to be a 1-cocycle, i.e. div([D, D ]) = D · div(D ) − D · div(D) for any D, D ∈ tder in [AT, Proposition 3.20 ]. Here we use the induced action of tder on tr(A). By (LKV2) for F i , we have
Therefore our Lie bracket is well-defined.
By definition, there is an inclusion of bigraded Lie algebras (2.11) gr >1 D krv • → lkrv •• , that is, the (depth) degree >1 part of the associated graded Lie algebra gr D krv • of the filtered Lie algebra krv • is embedded to lkrv •• . We do not know if it is an isomorphism.
2.4. Mould theoretic reformulation. We give a reformulation of the definition of lkrv •• in terms of moulds in Theorem 2.17. Our arguments are extensions of the ones in §2.2.
For F ∈ Fil d D L w , we put f to be the element in L w,d corresponding to (−1) w−dF ∈ gr m D L w under the natural identification gr d D L w L w,d . By abuse of notation, (2.12) f = (−1) w−dF .
We write f = f x x + f y y. We also putf = f(x, −y) and writef =f x x +f y y.
The following is a bigraded variant of Lemma 2.4.
Lemma 2.13. Let F ∈ Fil d D L w for w > 2. Then (LKV1) for F is equivalent to the anti-palindrome forf y .
Proof. The proof goes similarly to Lemma 2.4.
Firstly, we show that (LKV1) for F is equivalent to
. So the depth (m+1)-part of H has no words starting and ending in y. By (2.4) 
Then the depth (d + 1)-part of H has no words starting and ending in y. By [Sch12, Proposition 2 
Lastly, by (2.12) the anti-palindrome for F y modulo Fil d D L w−1 is equivalent to the anti-palindrome for f y so forf y .
The following might be regarded as a bigraded variant of Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.14. Letf ∈ L w,d with w > 2. Then anti-palindrome forf y is equivalent to push-invariance (1.6) for M = maf .
Proof. The proof goes similarly to Lemma 2.5. The anti-palindrome forf y is reformulated to vimo r−1 f r−1 y (z 0 , . . . , z r−1 ) = (−1) w−1 vimo r−1 anti(f r−1 y ) (z 0 , . . . , z r−1 ), for 1 r w, which is equivalent to (2.13) vimo r f r (z 0 , . . . , z r−1 , 0) = (−1) w−1 vimo r f r (z r−1 , . . . , z 0 , 0). On the other hand, (1.6) can be shown to be equivalent to vimo r f r (0, v r , . . . , v 1 ) = (−1) w−1 vimo r f r (v 2 , v 3 , . . . , v r , 0, v 1 ) for 1 r w. By (A13) and the change of variable, we see that it is equivalent to (2.13).
The following is a bigraded variant of Lemma 2.6.
tr(f y y) = 0.
Proof. By the same computations to the proof of Lemma 2.6, we have
Since F x ∈ Fil d D L w−1 , we have tr ((F x − F y )y) ≡ −tr (F y y) = (−1) w−d+1 tr(f y y) mod tr(Fil d+1 D A w ). Therefore (LKV2) is equivalent to tr (f y y) ∈ tr(Fil d+1 D A w ), which is equivalent to (2.14) by f y y ∈ A w,d .
The following is a bigraded variant of Lemma 2.7.
Lemma 2.16. Let f ∈ L w,d with w > 2. Then (2.14) for f is equivalent to the pus-neutrality (1.7) for M = swap(maf ), i.e. for all m 1, i∈Z/mZ
Proof. Denotef = m (e0,...,em)∈E m w a(f) e0,...,em x e0 y · · · yx em ∈ A w . We note that actually only the terms for m = d contributes. Then by the arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.7, the above equality is equivalent to i∈Z/mZ a(f) ei+1,...,ei+m,0 = 0 for all (e 0 , . . . , e m−1 , 0) ∈ E m w . By a(f) ei+1,...,ei+m,0 = (−1) m a(f) ei+1,...,ei+m,0 , it is equivalent to (2.14) by f ∈ L w,d . We note that, by Lemma 2.15 and dim L w,1 = 1, we have
for d = 1.
Theorem 2.17. The map sendingF ∈ gr D L → maf ∈ M(F) induces an isomorphism of depth-graded Lie algebras
Proof. By our previous lemmas we get that the above claimed spaces are isomorphic as graded Q-linear spaces. The restriction of our map decomposes as
Since the Lie bracket on the first space is given by (2.10) and that on the second one is given by (2.3), we get that the first map is Lie algebra homomorphism bỹ f = (−1) w−dF (x, −y). By Theorem 2.9, we see that the second map is also Lie algebra homomorphism. Therefore our map forms a Lie algebra isomorphism.
From the above theorem we recover Proposition 2.12 since ARI push/pusnu forms a Lie algebra by Theorem 1.12 and so ARI al does by Lemma 1.7.
Remark 2.18. By (2.8), (2.11), Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 2.17, we obtain the commutative diagram (2.16) of Lie algebras.
(2.16)
The diagram is commutative because (2.15) is associated graded with (2.9).
Dihedral Lie algebra
By using mould theoretic interpretations of the dihedral bigraded Lie algebra D •• and of the Kashiwara-Vergne bigraded Lie algebra lkrv •• , we realize an embedding
3.1. Review on the dihedral bigraded Lie algebra. We recall the definition of the dihedral bigraded Lie algebra D •• introduced by Goncharov [G] in the case when G = {e} and then explain its mould theoretic reformulation which follows from [M] and [Sch12] . We call an element in Q[t 1 , . . . , t m+1 ] translation invariant when it is a Q-linear combinations of (t 2 − t 1 ) n2−1 · · · (t m+1 − t 1 ) nm+1−1 with n i 1 Definition 3.1 ( [G] ). Set-theoretically the dihedral bigraded Lie algebra means the Q-linear bigraded space D •• = ⊕ w,m D w,m , where the bidegree (w, m)-part D w,m is defined to be the set of translation invariant element Z ∼ (t 1 : · · · : t m+1 ) in Q[t 1 , . . . , t m+1 ] with total degree w − m satisfying the inversion relation (the distribution relation for l = −1) (3.1) Z ∼ (t 1 : · · · : t m+1 ) = Z ∼ (−t 1 : · · · : −t m+1 ). and the double shuffle relation, that is, the harmonic product
and the shuffle product
σ∈Xp,qZ (t σ(1) , . . . , t σ(m) ) = 0 for any p, q 1 with p + q = m. Here we put Z(t 1 , . . . , t m ) := Z ∼ (t 1 : t 1 + t 2 : · · · : t 1 + · · · + t m : 0), and X p,q is defined by (1.2). Additionally we put D 1,1 = 0 for a technical reason.
Its Lie algebra structure is explained in [G] § §4-5. In [G, Theorem 4.1] , it is shown that the double shuffle relation implies the dihedral symmetry relations, which consist of the cyclic symmetry relation (3.4) Z ∼ (t 1 : t 2 : · · · : t m+1 ) = Z ∼ (t 2 : · · · : t m+1 : t 1 ), the reflection relation (3.5) Z ∼ (t 1 : · · · : t m : t m+1 ) = (−1) m+1 Z ∼ (−t m : · · · : −t 1 : −t m+1 ), and also the inversion relation (3.1) for m 2. Let Z ∼ = Z ∼ (t 1 : · · · : t m+1 ) ∈ Q[t 1 , . . . , t m+1 ] be translation invariant. We associate a mould Proof. In [M, Theorem 7.3] , the isomorphism between D •• and Brown's Lie algebra ls ( [B] ) is constructed. In [Sch15, Theorem 3.4.3] , the isomorphism between ls and ARI fin,pol al/al is constructed. Our map is obtained by combination of these two.
Let us denote by Fil 2 D ARI fin,pol al/al the subset of ARI fin,pol al/al whose depth 0 and 1 parts are both 0. We also denote that the depth > 1 part of D •• by Fil 2 D D •• . Particularly by restricting the above isomorphism, we obtain the Lie algebra isomorphism 
Proof. By using alternality of M , we have
Here, we calculate the left hand side as follows:
So we obtain (3.7).
We define the parallel translation map t ∼ : Proof. We have
By using (3.7), we get
By using (3.7) again, we calculate
Therefore, we obtain the claim.
The following three relations should be called as the cyclic symmetry relation, the inversion relation and the reflection relation respectively (compare them with (3.4), (3.1) and (3.5) with m + 1 replaced with m). Proof. It is easy to get (3.10) from (3.8) and (3.9) and to get (3.11) from (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10). So it is enough to prove (3.9). Let M ∈ ARI al/al and m 3. Firstly, we have
So by using alternality of swap(M ), we obtain
Secondly, we have
By applying Lemma 3.4 to the second term, we get
Here, the symbol α − is (−u 1 , . . . , −u m ) for α = (u 1 , . . . , u m ) and for u 1 , . . . , u m ∈ X Z . So by using alternality of swap(M ), we obtain
Therefore, by combining (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain (3.9). Proof. For m 2, the first equation follows from (3.10) and the second one follows from (3.9) and (3.11). For m = 0, 1, they follow from the definition of ARI al/al .
The following can be also found in [Sch15, Lemma 2.5 .5] but we give a different proof below. Proof. For m = 0, 1, it is obvious because we have M 1 (x 1 ) = M 1 (−x 1 ). Assume m 2. By using (3.9), we have u ∼ (M ) m+1 (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m+1 ) = u ∼ (M ) m+1 (y 2 , . . . , y m+1 , y 1 ), for y 1 , . . . y m+1 ∈ X Z . We calculate the left hand side u ∼ (M ) m+1 (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m+1 ) = swap(M ) m (y 2 − y 1 , . . . , y m+1 − y 1 ) = M m (y m+1 − y 1 , y m − y m+1 , . . . , y 2 − y 3 ).
Similarly, we calculate the right hand side u ∼ (M ) m+1 (y 2 , . . . , y m+1 , y 1 ) = M m (y 1 − y 2 , y m+1 − y 1 , . . . , y 3 − y 4 ).
By substituting y 1 := 0 and y i := x 1 + · · · + x m+2−i (2 i m + 1), we have
Whence we obtain the claim. Proof. For m = 0, 1, it is obvious because we have M 1 (x 1 ) = 0. Assume m 2. By using alternality of swap(M ), we have
On the other hand, we calculate
Repeated applications of (3.9) yield =u ∼ (M ) m+1 (u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u m ) + u ∼ (M ) m+1 (u 0 , u m , u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u m−1 )
Therefore, by substituting u i = x i (1 i m) and u 0 = 0, we get the claim. (M ) is pus-neutral. Therefore, we obtain M ∈ ARI push/pusnu . To see that it is a Lie algebra homomorphism is immediate.
As a corollary, we obtain the following inclusion by taking an intersection with ARI fin,pol al in the embedding of the above theorem. It looks interesting to see if the map is an isomorphism.
Remark 3.11. By (3.6), Theorem 2.17, Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.10, we obtain the commutative diagram (3.16) of Lie algebras:
s senary relation
This appendix is our attempt to prove Ecalle's senary relation (2.5) for ds, which was an assumption in [Sch12] to construct the embedding (0.1). In Proposition A.3 we will show that (2.5) with depth r = 1, 2, 3 holds for the Lie algebra Fil 2 D ARI al/il which contains ds.
We put Y := {y i } i∈N . Let Y := Q(Y ) be the commutative field generated by Y over Q. We set A Y := Y X Z to be the non-commutative polynomial algebra generated by X Z (that is, A Y is the same as the tensor product
Here, we define the above map f : X Z → Y by f (0) := 0 and f (n 1 x i1 + · · · + n k x i k ) := 1 n 1 y i1 + · · · + n k y i k , for k 1 and for i 1 , . . . , i k ∈ N and for n 1 , . . . , n k ∈ Z with n j = 0 for a certain 1 j k. Then the pair (A Y , X * ) is a commutative, associative, unital Y-algebra.
We define the family Sh *
for all p, q 1. The Q-linear space ARI il is defined to be the subset of moulds M ∈ M(F) which are alternil.
(ii). The subset ARI al/il of ARI al is defined to be ARI al/il :={M ∈ ARI al | swap(M ) ∈ ARI il , M 1 (x 1 ) = M 1 (−x 1 )}.
The Q-linear spaces ARI al/il forms a filtered Lie algebra under the ari-bracket (See [Sch12, Theorem 4.6.1]). In [Sch12, Theorem 3.4.4] , it is shown that its finite polynomial-valued part ARI fin,pol al/il is isomorphic to ds under the map ma. = u ∼ (M ) r+1 (x 2 , . . . , x r+1 , x 1 ) + coll r+1 1,2 • u ∼ (M ) r+1 (x 1 , . . . , x r+1 ), for r 1.
Proof. We expand both sides of (A.3). By the definition of two maps coll r+1 2,3 and u, the left hand side of (A.3) is as follows:
On the other hand, the right hand side of (A.3) is as follows:
u ∼ (M ) r+1 (x 2 , . . . , x r+1 , x 1 ) + coll r+1 1,2 • u ∼ (M ) r+1 (x 1 , . . . , x r+1 ) =M r (x 1 − x 2 , x r+1 − x 1 , x r − x r+1 , . . . , x 3 − x 4 ) + 1 x 2 − x 1 M r−1 (x r+1 − x 2 , x r − x r+1 , . . . , x 4 − x 5 , x 3 − x 4 ) −M r−1 (x r+1 − x 1 , x r − x r+1 , . . . , x 4 − x 5 , x 3 − x 4 ) .
So by putting y 1 := x r+1 − x 1 and y i := x r+2−i − x r+3−i (2 i r), we get M r (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y r ) + 1 y r M r−1 (y 1 , . . . , y r−2 , y r−1 + y r ) − M r−1 (y 1 , . . . , y r−1 ) = M r (−y 1 − · · · − y r , y 1 , . . . , y r−1 ) + 1 y 1 + · · · + y r M r−1 (−y 2 − · · · − y r , y 2 , . . . , y r−1 ) − M r−1 (y 1 , . . . , y r−1 ) . This is just equal to teru(M ) r (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y r ) = push • mantar • teru • mantar(M ) r (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y r ).
Therefore, we obtain the claim. Proof. Because M r (x r ) = 0 for r = 0, 1, it is clear that M satisfies the senary relation for r = 1. By Lemma A.2, it is enough to prove (A.3) for r = 2, 3.
In the case when r = 2, by alternility of swap(M ), we have So by using (3.7) and (A.4), we have
By using (A.5) twice, we get
Because M 1 (x 1 ) = 0, we have coll 3 2,3 •u ∼ (M ) 3 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = coll 3 1,2 •u ∼ (M ) 3 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = 0. Hence, we obtain (A.3) for r = 2.
In the case when we have r = 3, the right hand side of (A.3) is calculated to be u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 1 ) + coll 4 1,2 • u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) =u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 1 ) + coll 4 1,2 • u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 )
=u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) + coll 4 2,3 • u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) + {u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 1 , x 3 , x 2 , x 4 ) + u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 1 , x 3 , x 4 , x 2 ) + u ∼ (M ) 4 (x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 1 ) By rearrangements, we have
Here, the first term vanishes by alternility of M and the second one vanishes by (A.6) (Note that the second term of the right hand side of (A.6) is equal to 0). The third one and the fourth one also vanish by (A.4) and (A.6). Therefore, we obtain (A.3) for r = 3.
